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Social need is one of the basic needs of individual to live the life. In this paper the major area of concern are the study of
social psychology and its major areas of.

During these eighty years though certain research works have been carried out by Indian social psychologists
they are not enough to give even a moderate status to social psychology. Davis Eds. Sociology, on the other
hand, is the scientific study of human behavior. Although our biological makeup prepares us to be human
beings, it is important to remember that our genes do not really determine who we are. International Journal of
Criminology and Penology, 1, 69â€” This paper will analyze the meaning of a group dynamic and how it
relates to social psychology. This week as a student in my undergraduate class approached me and asked how
he could explain the difference between psychology, sociology and social psychology to his friend. In other
cases, social influence is anything but subtle; it involves one or more individuals actively attempting to change
the beliefs or behaviors of others, as is evident in the attempts of the members of a jury to get a dissenting
member to change his or her opinion, the use of a popular sports figure to encourage children to buy certain
products, or the messages that cult leaders give to their followers to encourage them to engage in the behaviors
required of the group. Fiske, A. Analysis of the problem led to the development of health belief model. Key
Takeaways The history of social psychology includes the study of attitudes, group behavior, altruism and
aggression, culture, prejudice, and many other topics. London: Sage. What is Self-Efficacy? Do you intervene,
or do you turn away? In the short span in which social psychology has existed, began with the work of the
Norman Triplett in the late s. Eysenek, M. How particular intercultural and interpersonal problems influence
various social problems are also studied by applied social psychologists. Explain how and why the point is
relevant. Accurate and useful information about human social relations can be readily acquired by the study of
social psychology through scientific methods. Some people may be infatuated with another person which
means this is a one sided love. When, however, a sociologist attempts to write a book or an article on GANG
he would certainly not make any such artificial distinction and interestingly many of his findings would relate
properly to the field of social psychology. McDougall who is widely known for his theory of instincts
indicated in this book how a particular instinct is responsible for a particular behaviour. As a general rule
make sure there is at least one citation i. He talked of several stages in the development of human behaviour
and one pattern of behaviour becomes the succession of previous one. Personality and Social Psychology
Bulletin, 23,  The results showed they tended to emphasise their intelligence when comparing themselves to
fine arts students, and their creativity when comparing themselves to physics students. Throughout our lives,
we have witnessed many acts of aggression.


